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CORIOLANUS SCHEDULED FOR PMILO HALL

3f AKCH 16

Stars of The Texas Steer

Patricans
Shakespeares Coriolanus

LUHCHEON

Caretaker
Mr

Mr J E Parker

John E Parker long- time
member of the staff of the maintenance department of Kenyon was
guest of honor at a luncheon given in Pierce Hall today by Dr
Chalmers The luncheon was attended by several other professors
and other intimate friends
Addressing the group Dr Chal
mers said
Mr Parker has not
only served the college well for almost hall a century fill filling his
duties with care and a keen sense
of responsibility
but has played
his part in the college with dignity respect
and friendliness
Those who have known him and
have worked with him have admired and loved the college better
because he is here Kenyon is
proud that he is one of our number and proud of his long and honorable term of service
Dr Reeves and Dr Coffin also
said a few works at the luncheon
and Dr Coffin presented a resolution of congratulations to Mr Parker and presented him with a gift
from the members of the faculty
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Coriolanus is one of the latest of
Shakespeares great tragedies and
is considered his best by such critics as Swinburne and T S Eliot
Unfortunately it does not lend itself to the naturalistic stage customs of our day and as a result
was last year produced by the Federal Theatre for the first time m
production
thirty- five years The
at Kenyon should therefore offer
an unusual opportunity to see this
seldom- acted masterpiece
After the artistic perfection
with which The Wolves was presented it may be expected that
Coriolanus which according to Director Dr J W Black is the most
difficult play the Dramatic Club
has ever undertaken will be given
It is to be
a splendid performance
in a sense the crowning achievement of the talented group of players who are graduating this year
The members of the cast are
Coriolanus Sawyer
Titus Miller
Cominius Bell
Menenius Hawke
Slcinius Cavender
Brutus Shaffer
Aufidius Young
Volumnia Mrs Mary McGowan
Virgilia Mrs Virginia Imel
Valeria Mrs Agnes Camp
Lieutenant McNary
Conspirator Olin
Herald Small
Messenger Lemmon
Sentinel Hoffman
Senator Tozzer
Servant Loving
Patrician Hill Geo
Eurich
Citizen

COLONS

Administration And Fac
ulty Honor Veteran

to be

presented in Nu Pi Kappa Hall
next Wednesday evening by the
Kenyon Dramatic club is according
to Dr J W Black the Clubs most
ambitious undertaking to date It
luring the period of
was written
Shakespeare was
his life when
writing his greatest tragedies As
a result it is imbued with a complexity of characterization and finish of style which require unusual
interpretative skill in the players
For this production the facilities
of Nu Pi Kappa hall are being adapted to approximate the simplicity of the Elizabethan stage In this
way the speed of the action and
the dramatic intensity are greatly
increased
The play concerns the struggles
between the plebeians and patricians of old Rome Corioianus is a
proud aristocrat who is made consul because of his heroic capture
of the enemy town but who fails
of
to please the people because
and
to
hauteur
them
what seems
arrogance As a Tesult be is exiled
and in revenge agrees to lead the
enemy in an attack on Rome His
mother succeeds in convincing him
ot his patriotic duty whereupon he
is murdered by Lhe betrayed ene-

PARKER FETED

E

PARKER

IS VETERAN OF 54 YEARS OF SERVICE

Harcourt Place was abandoned
preparatory
1S85 as a boys
school and a few days later Dr
Rust asked Mr Parker to take
charge of the boilers at the Ken
yon Military Academy He worked
there until he and Chas Colwill
So on the
decided to go west
they
fifteenth of March 1886
started for Kansas Mr Colwill
liked the country and took up a
homestead there but Mr Parker
at the end of two weeks had absorbed all of the Kansas air he
wanted and returned to Gambier
Once again he was at home
and in May of that same year
Bishop Bedell asked him to act as
caretaker at Kokosing Residence
Bishop Bedell was well pleased
with Mr Parkers care and expressed deep regret when in the
fall of the year he said it would
be necessary to have a married
man to leave in charge However
Mr Parker was not disturbed by
his for he told the Bishop the
anl
intended
his
of
name
soon introduced her to him All the
arangements were made by the
Bishop and the date set for September 13 1886 resulting in the
in the
following announcement
September 16th issue of the Standard of the Cross and Church
Chronicle
On Monday an interesting
event occurred in the Church
of the Holy Spirit interesting
to old students of Kenyon who
remember Peter Parker His
eldest son John was married
to Annie Fleeknow by the
Bishop assisted by the Rev
Dr James It must have parLABOR ORGANIZER
ticularly interested the Bishop
TO SPEAK IN LOUNGE
for the groom was one whom
he baptised continued and admitted to the Holy Communion Those who have served
Mr Joseph Scanlon C I O labin the little Stone Church at
01 organizer in Mansfield and Marithe Quarry wil find the recon Ohio and former prizefighter
there the first name on
ord
will speak before Political Science
the roll of Baptisms The reHistory
and Economics majors
spect and interest of the comMonday evening March 27 His
munity were shown by the atalk will be made in the Commons
tendance of almost the whole
Lounge at 730 p m and will deal
of the ordinary congregation
with his experiences in labor orThus arrangements were made
ganizations
ofaccompanied
Mr Scanlon will be
for the Bishop to take up his
by Mr John F Correll Kenyon
ficial residence in Cleveland and
28 who is at present educational
leave his Gambier home in good
adviser of the C I 0 in Mansfield hands Mr and Mrs Parker were
Mr
Correll spoke here several caretakers of Kokosing for Bishop
years ago
Bedell until his resignation of the
in

I

diocese in 1889 and with the arrival of Bishop Leonard they continued as caretakers until 1891
when they returned to their home
in the country
However on March 16 1894
when Dr Sterling was president
of the college an agreement was
drawn up between Mr Parker and
the college making him caretaker
of the buildings and grounds The
Parkers moved in to Gambier
making their home in a house situated on a knoll a short distance
east of the present Commons building It was there he lived for thirtyfyears an integral part of
ive
the college life and when construction was begun on Peirce hall he
moved to the house now occupied
by Professor Rice
Mr Parker now makes his home
with Mr and Mrs Ray Brown his
and aldaughter and soninl- aw
though he is nominally retired by
the college he is actually still as
vital a part of Kenyon as ever
enjoying his duties as keeper of
the keys
MANY ENJOY CONCERT
BY HAMPTON QUARTET
The Hampton Negro Quartet
sang to a sizable audience in Philo
hall Monday evening in a concert
made possible by the Student Executive council and Dr Wilson Powlecture
ell head of the college
committee
The quartet has represented the
Hampton institute of Tidewater
Virginia with their concerts in
eastern schools and colleges for
over sixty years
Greatest enthusiasm of the evening was given to the quartet for
their rendition of Julia Negro interpreation of pure rhythm

Polo Club To Meet
The March meeting of the Riding and Polo Club will be held tonight in North Ascension 22 Captain Frederick Eberle will lecture
on the points to be observed when
buying

a

horse

His lecture will be of interest
even to those who are not in the
market since it will increase their
ability to appreciate a good horse
As usual the meeting will be followed by refreshments

REVIEW

Spring Issue Contains
W ork By Forbes Watson Federico Lorca

Late Shakespearian Tragedy to Be Last Performance
Of Talented Group of Players Who Graduate This Year
J
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TEN KENYON FLYERS

Above are left to right George
Hill Mrs Agnes Camp and Robert
King who carried the leading rules
in the recent freshman play
The

LEAVE FOR CONCLAVE Texas Steer

Delegates To Propose Port
Kenyon As Natl Meet

Site
N

The play a comedy based on conditions in Washington which make
some phases of nati mal politics a
farce was an outstanding event of
Kenvons dramatic season

F C To Be Presided MGLEARY

I

Over By Henderson

HAWKE

WIN TKA CONTEST

Early
Sunday
morning
ten
Kenyon flyers and their instructor
Mr Donald M Gretzer will leave Middle
Kenyon Orators
Gambier en route to Washington
D C
Win Coveted Speech
and the National Intercollegiate Flying conference there
Trophy
The conference will last for two
days and will be presided over by
Middle Kenyon was awarded
Clark Henderson former Kenyon
Flying club president and a gradu- first place and South Hanna secate of Kenyon last February Hen ond at the end of the second and
final round of this years TKA
wmmmmmmmmm
speech contest The award of the
TKA cup was made to speakers
Eric Hawke and Donald McClery
of Middle Kenyon at dinner following the contest last Tuesday
afternoon
Tuesdays contest was judged by
Dr Lionel Crocker of Denison
The judges for the first round
were Drs Larwill Coffin and MacGowen At the conclusion of the
thirteen speeches the subjects of
Clark Henderson
derson is president of the N I F which ranged from matters of national importance to campus conC
During the conference new offi- cerns Dr Crocker addressed the
cers of the national organization audience of forty and the speakwill be elected arrangements for ers upon the importance of such
falesser college flying meets through contests citing many of totheprove
day
of
the
speakers
mous
Quesout the country will be made
training
tions of club policy will be discuss- the value of speech
The TKA contest has been held
ed and the location and date of the
for three years The cup
national meet for this year will be annually
won both times previously by
was
upon
decided
South Hanna three wins takes the
The meet is usually held as soon cup
permanently Middle Kenyon
as possible after colleges close in will have temporary possession
the spring An attempt will be
until the contest next year when
made by Hallock Hoffman Rob- it will again be on exhibit before
club
bert Sonenfield and Kenyon
the event
members to establish Port Kenyon
as the site of this years national
competition
Sophomore Reception
Chief argument in favor of Kenyon as the flying field to stage
such a meet is based upon the abPresident Gordon Kleth Chalmsence of commercial flying from
and Mrs Chalmers will hold a
ers
Kenyon
Port
for the Sophomore class
reception
an
from
arising
The difficulties
at Cromwell House on March 22
Continued on Page 4

The Spring issue of the Kenyon
Review edited by Dr John Crowe
Ransom of the Kenyon English
department will appear Monday
Enlarged by ten pages the spring
number is much more solid than
l lie initial issue of the Review
according to editor Dr Ransom
The Spring
issue
with 120
pages and two illustrations contains many outstanding contributions three of which are
New
Forces in Art by Forbes Watson
a discussion of the poems of Federico Garcia Lorca by William
Carlos Williams and a symposium
on The New Encyclopedists
by
Eliseo Vivas Howard Dykema Roelofs and Philip Blair Rice
Mr Watson
author of New
Forces in American Art is advisor
to the section of fine arts in the
Treasury Department Since decoration of government buildings is
now open to annonomus competition an extensive market has been
created for American artists This
opening is the
most important
thing ever to happen to American
artists said Dr Ransom Mr Watsons article is illustrated in The
Review by two important American munis which were accepted
in t liis competition
Two poems translated from Lorca and a discussion of Lorca and
his work is presented by William
C Williams and Rolfe Humphries
Fede ico Lorca an outstanding
popular poet was shot by fascists
in 1936 The Reviews treatment
of his life and works is one of the
first considerations of this poet
whose legend has begun to build
up William Williams is himself an
important poet
The International Encyclopedia
of Unified Sciences
has begun
publication by the University of
Continued on Page 4

PAPERS PUBLICIZE
WORK BY PR M RIGG
An article by Dr Melvin G Rigg
professor of psychology at Kenyon
until 1937 has recently been published in the March issue of tho
Child Development magazine and
in Science Service issued to 400
newspapers here and abroad
Dr Rigg and Dr E S Robinson
professor of psychology at Kenyon
last year are now In the department of psychology of Oklahoma
A
and M College at Stillwater
Oklahoma

Trial Editor
Next weeks issue of the Kenyon
Collegian will be edited by Jack
Harlow 40 present sports editor
of this paper Mr Harlow and Ted
40 are chief contenders
Cobbey
paper
for the editorship of this
nevl year
The new editor will be chosen
Thursday evening March 30 by
members of tue present staff

Feminine Pen Reveals Intimacies of Rockford Conquest
Discloses Plenty Withheld by Modest Gigilos
report of the now two
past Kenyon- Rockford incomes not from the mouths
two score party men who
in Illinois but from the pen
of a Miss Ann Ripley staff member of the Purple Parrot weekly
Rockford tabloid
What follows is a column of intimate expose of week- end Rockford entertainment

Best
weeks
trigue
of the
visited

By Miss Ann Ripley

Wine women and song started
for the Rockford- Kenyon syndicate
last Friday night when Tolo council took over Faculty pork and the
Kenyon delegation for a spread
Rita set the entertainment to by
serenaders and
gathering
her
swinging into some of the old minstrel show songs Tolo made so
pood an impression that Kenyon
felt they would like to meet the
so they started on
whole school
the trail of the fire hell But someone had suspected a false alarm
and had hidden it so they went
to the Faust and a party in 206
Good old Faust backed up the
youth education movement by waking up their customers early and
at eight oclock some guests were
reading Browning with Potts and
at eleven the classes were full especially the instruction in pingpong which was going on in Low

er Adams
By the time the skating

party
rolled around everyone seemed to
Southwick
know everyone else
started the thing off with a bang
by dusting off the floor and crashing into the railing Hosko pronounced the afternoon a success
when she saw Fulton hit the deck
and Miss Buffington to count her
on the down beat All this forced
binding should eliminate the necessity of chairs in the dining
Every
room for about a week
hour on the hour another Ohio car
drove into the court and by tea
dance time most of the guests hud
rolled into Adams which took honors for being tle worlds busiest
coiner The girls stagged it and
cut in and wre told that taking
doorknobs oTf all the class room
doors is the best way to got vacations when you want them calendar committee please notej that
Japanese air raid is a good game
to pay in a hotel lobby and that
stealing the organist is one way to
get out of Christmas carol singing
And Paddy Murphy brought along
by Kenyon enjoy- d a good deal of
ji oiniiience
Dinner was put on a good note
by more singing and much eating
of
and a comfortable
amount
speeches Jack Welteys style was

cramped a little because he was allergic to everything from eggs to
liquor No party in 428 for Mm
Arty Shaw was off of drinking because it was Lent dont ask who
borrowed it and Dick Parshell decided hi was allergic to snow and
would have to stay until it melted
The dunce was good better and
best
all rolled
into one Miss
Cheeks red shoes bowled them off
their feet Hob Alio spun round and
round and watched his partner because once he spun around until
bis partner fainted Norton ended
the evening by doing a bettor Job
on liiek Olios windshield than she
could have done with a hammer
Guesses are that that will give her
the heady weight championship
The number who went to church
was limited
Suiitty is to be Archies successor to night watchmanshlp judging
by his policy of getting everyone
signed In before twelve oclock
Eat drink and be merry for tomorrow we dont was everyones
motto from the time Volkmar and
OLeary hauled in early Friday
morning until Edgerton and King
Uft late Monday afternoon No
faculty member has enjoyed complete cooperation or coordination
since co- education drove out the
gate with the last load of Kenyon
ffclloWB
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At dinner last Sunday one of
the groups at one of the tables
NOT a senior table began singing
II was towards Ihe end of the meal
during desert in fact There had
been no singing before until that
THE SENIORS AROSE
time

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

Business Manager

Circulation Manager
Advertising Manager

CONCERT

To Appear At Playhouse
On March 23 And 24
For the second time this year
the Keuyon singers will leave the
hill to stage an outside concei t
On March 23 and 24 they will
appear on the stage of the playhouse theater in Cleveland where
they will sing between acts of the
play being presented there
Because o the outstanding success of a similar venture last year
a large supporting
audience of
Kenyon alumni and friends is expected to attend the concert
The trip and appearances of the
singers at the Playhouse is hacked
and supported by the Cleveland
Alumni association
Dr E C Weist is director of the
Kenyon group
Earlier this year the singers appeared in Toledo

College Newspaper Made A Liability
By Invalid Attack Says Director

Reprinted below is part of an
article of advice to college editors
It was written by R E Blackwell
Director of Information and Publicity of Western Reserve University and was published in the ColIN PRO- legiate Press
AND WALKED OUT
Review under the
heading The Function of a ColTEST
This is obviously not the whole lege Newspaper
story There is a great deal to be
The college newspaper becomes
be said on each side Hut one won- an institutional liability when it
ders if Ihe conduct of the senior opposes without valid reasons acclass not all the seniors inci- tions of the officers and members
dentally is worthy of their posi- of the faculty
In the minds of the public a dition in Ihe school and the responvided institution is a weak institusibility which is attendant on that tion Any aggressive attack on the
position
administration or faculty is likely
The COLLEGIAN lias been agi- to weaken public confidence in
tating for more singing for the your college or university Rememthat your institution
past few weeks It seemed that ber always
public consinging as a tralition was disap- owes its very being to
confidence
public
One
fidence
is
publithis
Kenyon
and
pearing at
thoughtless act years
cation mourned its passing as det- lost by some
conrimental to the spirit and custom will be needed to restore that
fidence
of the college
Administrators and faculty memAs a result we hape at least of
are human beings and make
bers
a
Sundya
week
partly
this effort
iigo there was more singing than errors of judgment When it is the
there had been for several weeks carefully formed opinion of the edand all of it was started by the itor an error has been made by
dean or faculty
seniors as is tradition But last the president
Sunday there had been no singing
until nearly the end of the meal
Then at one table a group which
began a
included four seniors
song They sang it almost alone
only a few others joined in It
was not planned it had not been
When it comes to describing the
started as an insult to the senior
class or as a method to get the college man of 193S so many and
porsenior class to sing It was merely varied are the paragraphic
as a trayals
a spontaneous development
masterat
once
a
is
that he
matter of fact no one even stopped mind
and a dolt a playboy and
to think that a tradition was bea great student None has so briling violated
At the end of the song the sen- liantly painted the picture says
iors departed in protest They af- the Wisconsin Daily Cardinal as
terward said that some one else
beginning the singing was no way Kent State Universitys dean R E
to get them to sing and that they Manchester who sets the
would not be forced They DID
on his pedestal in the
NOT say that their pride had been following manner
injured but what other explanaThe college man is a living partion can be suggested
By the time a man has lived adox Most people cannot underlong enough to become a senior in stand him and those who do come
college he should know what he to their conclusion by indirect
wants to do It is the business of
no other man to tell him how he proof He talks of the future but
should act He has passed that worships the past He is liberal in
stage But there have been those his conversation but conservative
who have achieved positions of re- in his action He is radical in his
but elects
sponsibility and importance with- opinions on politics
out becoming FALSELY proud We stand- patters to the class offices
He demands freedom of thinking
are sorry our seniors have not
but defends with all his strength
HBH
the traditions of his institutions
He takes wild stands on religious
DRAG ALMOST OVER theories yet attends colleges and
universities that are created and
By the end of this month the
maintained by orthodox creeds
long drag in the college calendar
He preaches democracy yet supports the most rigid campus caste
will be past
That the part of the college year system He demands that his unithe highest athlefrom mid- semesters to Spring va- versity maintain yet
tic standards
in the same
cation is anything but a balm to breath
demands a professional
everyones nerves is no secret By football team He scoffs at his
this time of the year everyone profs yet defends them strenuoushere is well broke pent up and ly when they are criticized He rerules but sets up
nervous
Arguments
and harsh bels against
feelings are prevalent Downs com- more rigid ones when given the oping as they have this week are portunity He hazes the highschool graduates who comes with
hardly an oil on troubled waters
It seems to most of us that the a Boy Scout badge on his coat but
cursed Spring keeps holding off he covers his own vest with medmerely to be irritating Spring va- als and keys He invents and uses
cation seems to be just far enough the most outlandish slang on the
street but reads and writes pure
away to be tantalizing
By the middle of April all this English in his room He clamors
dark age will seem remote and
hardly worth remembering
Enrollment
Classes will become less intense
McGuggins hollow will open up
Kenyon batman the second sethere wil be guests and visitors on
Sunday and classes in the grass on mester of the current year with
enrollment of 2S1 students acweek days basebal games on the an
cording to official figures just repath every day
by the registrar This numApparently theres nothing to do leased
ber compares closely with the enbut grit ones teeth and just hold rollment of a year ago
when the
on
total was 253

member he has every right to call
attention in his editorial column to
the error pointing out in a dignified manner the reasons why he
feels the action taken was wrong
and if possible suggesting a remedy No worthy administrator or
faculty member will object to such
criticism It is not this type of
opposition to which I refer Rather my objection applies to the
student editor who takes the attitude that everything the administration and faculty do should be
opposed by the students Before
you write any criticism make a
sane analysis of your reasons and
be sure that your criticism is valid
that your reasons are impersonal
and that some constructive good
will result from the expression of
your opinion
This advice needs not only to
be directed toward this paper It
might also be considered by many
on this hill who are too free to
voice their opinions upon conditions about which they know little
or nothing Fully half of the bickering on the campus has as its
substantiation the wobbly legs o
rumor and supposition

College Youth Is Living Paradox

Both Dolt and Genius Says Ohio Dean

manoftheca-

Guest Preacher
The Reverend Mr Russel Francis will be guest preacher before
the college on Sunday March 19

IJmsw

NEXT FRIDAY XI GUT
QUESTION B
MIDDLE HAXXA
VS

SOUTH LEONARD
By Tom

Navln

but doesnt
for self- government
want it after he gets it He laughs
at convention but insists upon it
He cuts classes the day before a
vacation but comes back three
days early
You ask What are we going
to do about it
We are going to
praise the Lord that we have him
and that he is just what he is a
walking contradiction of himself

Letters

Reorganization of Kenyon Foolball
Is Aim of Student- Faculty Committee
Friday evening a group of Kenyon students gathered at Cromwell
House with President Gordon K
Chalmers Dean Gilbert Hoag Athletic Director R J Kutler and
Coach Dwight Hafeli to discuss
football at Kenyon
concerning one of
Arguments
the most perintent of Kenyon questions of the day were voiced
con The general opinion was that
football should definitely be continued in Kenyons athletic Program but not as it has been in the
past years
The following were among the
reasons given for the sad state of
Kenyon football The poor equipment issued to the freshmen tends
not only to discourage freshman
participation but also serves as an
improper indication of Kenyons
attitude toward fotball Many high
school football players who have
considered coming to Kenyon have
failed to do so because they have
noticed the apparent lack of interest in football There is a lack of
competition for position on the
Kenyon team and as a result a
player who has any abiltiy at all
cinchs his place and no one can
oust him A player who holds his
position in this way has no driving
force to improve
Football cant succeed here without subsidation and so far Kenyon
has chosen to remain strictly amateur in her athletic policy
What has happened every year
to the promising group of sophomores Each year approximately
fifty per cent of the squad is composed of sophomores
Why do
drop football
these sophomores
when they become juniors and seniors In its present state Kenyon
football does not supply the necessary glamour of modern football
that these ex- high school players
have been accustomed to
opinion has opposed
Student
football on the ground that the
athletic department is not properly financed to carry it It was also brought out that the fault lies
with the students They fail to
come out for the team and if they
do they forget to stay in condition
A coach at Kenyon must tolerate
certain abuses that no other coach
anywhere else would stand for
simply because of the lack of manpower
It was argued that footbal does
not bring in enough publicity A
football player should to a certain
degree be given a slight favoring
requirements
and the entrance
should be lowered in special cases
to obtain his talents Also it is difficult for a football player to practice several hours a day and maintain a two average This in several
BRIGGS COLLEGIAN FOUR
cases has cost Kenyon a valuable
man It was also stated that football has not been given a fair

Alumni Council
Kenyon College
chance before being condemned by Gambier Ohio
its many critics Intramurals in- Dear Sirs
I have read the
March 2 1939
terfere with varsity football Many
Kenyon
the
of
varsity
issue
Collegian
of
stay
men
out
football
every word of it from Steaks for
to help produce a winning intra
mural team In tram lira swimming Dinner Sunday on page 1 to the
has often interferred with spring Night Club and Liquor Adds on
page 6 As a result I am a little
football
Several suggestions were offer- sad but mostly happy over the
ed but the general program for news of old friends in What Kenreconstruction of Kenyon football yon Alumni Are Doing thorough
ly proud of my humble affiliation
was left to a permanent committee
which will report within a week with Kenyon of the past and present and bubbling over with enSome of these suggestions were
That among the alumni a Boosters thusiasm for the Kenyon of tomorrow I even find myself pen
Club be organized for those interreaching for a check
ested in aiding Kenyon football in hand
book
u
It was decided that money was
please accept
my
Therefore
prerequisite to better fooball here
hearty congratulations on the idea
at Kenyon
Kenyon should try to attract the of Alumni News in the Collegian
average high school athlete Night and the splendid execution of it
games in Mount Vernon might aid by the Editorial Staff in the curissue
the budget and raid to glamour and rent Cordially
yours
morale
might
Better
football
E HARRIS Jr
J
bring more alumni bask at homecoming During the past few years
Morey Lewis
the number f homecoming alumni
has been very small A colorful
traditional battle is included in
Hamilton Bermuda March 1
nearly every other colleges footPride Morey Lewis 3rd KenJP
ball program
yon college Ohio netter was in
The comm ttea selected to con- the quarter- finals of the Bermuda
tinue the investigation is compos- tennis championships today with
ed of Ray Ioanes Dck Oliu Bill an easy
1
2 victory over Dr
Alexander Marty Shaw Jack fiar- Eugene McCauliff Yonkers N Y
low and Tom Cruttenden
veteran
6-

6-
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NIGHT CLUB

M

I

Invites All
KENYON STUDENTS
To Attend Question B

j

Every Friday Night

I

Challenge The Winner
ENTER YOUR FRATERNITY

I
1

1

CASH

I
5

f

j
j

j
I

AWARDS
5

I

Saturday Night Dance To

f

Reichert- Wyeths Orchestra

i

Featuring Helen Morrow

j

5

I

Also The Three Blue Notes

I

I

Trio

SUNDAY NIGHT
Prize Balloon Shower

I

PRIZES
Ray Jacquets Orchestra
CASH

1

I
I
I
I

Also Dance To

j

WINE LIQUOR BEER FOOD
JESS HAWKINS Mgr
Open 9 p id Close 230 a m

I
I

m
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Friday Question

B

Draws Attention To
Cornells Kenyon Nite

CHOICE TOBACCOS FOR
MILDNESS SMOOTHNESS

By Don Young
A so far short- lived but enthusi
astically received custom is fast
becoming a tradition here at Ken
yon To attract Kenyons cafe so

ciety Jesse Hawkins genial man
ager- owner of the districts out
standing nite spot inaugurated a
Kenyon nite at his Lake Cornell
rendezvous
The feature was to be a ques
tion bee between two teams rep
resenting two of the fraternities
on the Hill In the ensuing five
weeks Kenyon nite has assumed
alarming proportions The various
teams who carry the colors of their
frat- clubs into the Friday nite
train
scrimmages
monastically
minds intently focussed on the
subjects eligible for questioning
Nor is the scope of these quizzes
a narrow one Abstruse and metaphysical questions are raised on
subjects ranging from swing to
swizzle- sticks The movie industry
sport geography
and innumerable other topics are duly treated
in the eager race for knowledge
Outstanding has been the able
crew from Middle Hanna who have
yet to taste the bitter dregs of defeat Headed by sagacious Bob
Aho and ably seconded by Messrs
Borges Warman
Hamister and
Rhineheimer
the Middle Hanna
quintet are comfortably ensconced
in top position
Among their victims are numbered teams from West Wing
East Wing North Leonard and
North Hanna whose thirst for victory may have been slightly befuddled by a more urgent thirst
for shall we say the juice of the
grape But present champions of
Middle Hanna have stern tests before them Still to be met are Middle Leonard South Leonard Middle Kenyon and South Hanna all
boast strong teams who may topple the pedagogues from Middle
Hanna
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teaming up with the mellower smoking
tobaccos men when you start with
Prince Albert Its exclusive no- bite process
removes harshness
leaving a RICH- TASTING
body and plenty of EXTRA mildness P A draws
easy smokes cooler because it packs right to begin
with- thanks to that special CRIMP CUT
Step
up to any tobacco counter and get acquainted with
Prince Albert today Its the National Joy Smoke

YOURE
of choice

hum A LBiffl
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
JJ
m

J

pipefula of fragrant tobacco in every
handy pocket tin of Prince Albert

Copyright
R

J KyooLi

193

Tibcci

Co

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert
If you dont find it the mellowest tastiest
pipe tobacco you ever smoked return the
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco In it
to us at any time within a month from this
date and we will refund full purchase price
plus postage
Signed R J Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston- Salem North Carolina
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OMALK

REPRESENT KENYON
IN

TALK

INTERCOLLEGIATES

By Jack Barlow
Soldiers Field In Chicago was
packed the night or
TunucyDempscy
brawl and the all- star
Nationals Alarch
baseball game seldom has an enipcy seat
Hereon Kenyons campus the long
awaited battle of the century is
dualswimming
meet
Kenyons
coining between irvin Charles Hatseason is officially over but Couch cher King of Cream Puffs and
Harry Kindle King or all Sweet
iniol Is conditioning Holi Tanner
nnil Cap tain Bill Toothdom when hey meet in the
Sid Vinnedge
battle of pies ami cakes Hatchers
Griffin tor 11111 National Intercollfirst accomplishment occurred last
egiate competition scheduled for fall when be devoured six pieces of
cherry pie at one sitting His most
March 24 anil 25 at the University of Michigan The competition recent occurred Wednesday night
always stiff will find the Kenyon when he stowed away
fifteen
boys striving for a few points in cream putts in exactly fifty- seven
reality a moral victory for very nimites besides a doube portion of
seldom does a small school break the chicken dinner The irony of It
is that afternoon
he
requested
into the scoring against such powMichigan Miss Chard to put him on her diet
erful aggregations as
Princeton Ohio of grapefruit and black coffee
Yale
Harvard
There need be no comment on
Slate and Franklin and Marshall
The first day finds the medleyt- Mr Kindles prowess as an eater
eam in action with an outside
Every year someone is going to
chance of qualifying From appearThe
ances it will require 303 time to beat Kenyon in something
argument sounds reasonable as
make the finals with our best likely to be 304 however this mark long as they dont say they will
enough to qualify do it in tennis Upon reading the
may be good
Griffin will also attempt to qualify sport page of the Ohio Wesleyan
the Transcript we notice that John
in the 150 yard backstroke
editor menfirst day He will have to equal his McKeig its sports
tions the Wesleyan racqueteers as
fine mark established at Carnegie
which likely champions of Ohio He menTech to make the finals
tions the loss of McNeill and Prymeans hell have to break 139
Vinnedge plans to swim the 440 or as likely contributions to Kenyons downfall in Ohio tennis suon Saturday On Saturday Tanner
will make his bid for fame when premacy Now McNeill may be in
Egypt along about now playing the
he splashes in his specialty against
mid- part of his world tour and Prytwo world record holders Higgins
anywhere on Gods
of Ohio State and Dick Hough of or may be
Tanner will have to green earth as an alumnus of KenPrinceton
equal his time of last Saturday at yon but the Lords still have a
very formidable netman in Morey
Cleveland to make the final six
In Columbus the following week Lewis Tex Reeder is as capable a
the same trio will compete in the performer on the courts as there
is the mid- west and Kenyon has
National A A U championships
approximately the same a fair amount of talent in Dave
against
competition
The three will swim McDowell Roy Olds Chuck Aimto Shepherd Holt among others
the same events except Vinnedge
So we are proud to state that the
who will not swim the 440
evidence still stamps Kenyon tennis supreme

Griffin Tanner And Vin
nedge Conditioned For

2425

TWEMTYTWO REPORT
For Baseball As

Practice

This looks like the year Lee Allen former sports editor of the Collegian lived for Lee who is now
in the publicity department of the
keep
Cincinnati Reds loved to

score of the Kenyon
baseball
games Lee graduated in 37 back
in the days when Imel first look
over Kenyon baseball with
a
mound staff composed of Sebuch
Koegloi and Sammon Lee used to
score anything that went out of
the infield a hit for Kenyon and
the other team to gel a hit had to
poke it out of the park His purPose he claimed was to even the
sides somehow This year things
look better When we mean better
there is no outlook for an undefeated season or no chance for
some of the Lords to be holding
down regular jobs on the worlds
champion Yankees next year but
the games all wall be close ones
Coach Imel has over twenty men
out for the squad and man power
makes any kind of a team better
The strength is evident Ioanes
had quite a record as a hurler last
year John OLeary looks promising as a sophomore McDowell has
speed and if he can control it he
may help Bill Griffin will
be
warmed up in time to pitch the
Otterbein game and remember he
beat the Cardinals last year without any trouble
The infield lacks a first baseman but Imel figures with
his
pitching what he needs is some
outfielders Eurich
McCoullough
Anion Borges Curtis Lehrer all
will be after the infield jobs and
which sack they will play only
Imel knows and he says
right
now its too much trouble to figure
out
All of last years outfield
returns Baker Ioanes Rudge and
Prosser The catching has Chuck
May who is a better than average
receiver For once Lee Allen might
have enjoyed keeping score as
there is plenty of hits in that
bunch of ball players and a lot less
errors than in the past years
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PITKINS
PROVISION

FINAL DUAL MEET

STORE
THE BEST
IN FOODS
133- 137 South Main St
Mt Vernon Ohio

Chalk Up Record Of 9
Wins 2 Losses For 38
Closing their dual meel season
with a flourish Coach Chuck Iinels
mermen broke three Case pool records in swamping the Scientisis
47- 27
in Cleveland last Saturday
Bob Moe Tanner Kenyons undefeated breastslroker gave an
impressive exhibition in snaring
he 200 yard breaststroke in the
fast time of 2308 four- tenths of
a second under last years slowest qualifying time in the National
He was instruIntercollegiates
mental in cracking the record in
the l00 yard medley relay by eight
seconds swimming with Griffith
and Wilkinson the time of 3093
tying the previous Kenyon mark
Bill Griffin swimming easily set a
new standard in his specialty of
1391 for the third mark
The 220 saw Lehrer and Henry
dual the entire distance the former winning in 2338 Dave Rowe
won the short sprint easily as did
Sid Vinnedge the 100 yard freestyle Dick Brouse was a close
third in Rowes event Later Lehrer came back to capture the 440
from Kulow The 400 yard relay
of Rowe Badger Wilkinson and
Vinnedge won the race in the good
lime of 3598
The third season under Coach
Imels tutelage found the seasons
record of nine wins and two losses
an impressive one Kenyon was defeated by Pittsburgh and Wayne
while
her swimmers pumelled
Michigan State Oberlin and Ohio
Wesleyan
I
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Flowers For All Occasions
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP

I

I

14 S

Main St
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MARCH

I

SPRING IS HERE

THE COLLEGE SHOP

I
1

I
I
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LEMASTERS MENS STORE

I

The Esquire Store

I

THE NEW DOBBS HATS ARE HERE

j

Blue Grass is the new Spring Shade
Two Tinier is the new Spring Shape
TllllllllillllllllMlllllllltllllltlllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllirillllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIMIllllllltflllHf
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Wines

I

MYERS SUPPLY CO

Its Easy To Drive Carefully

116 W High St
Phone 894

The Toledo Automobile Club
OP AAA

I
I

SPRING SLACKS
POLO SHIRTS
SPORT SHOES

Champagne

MEMBERS

1

21

Mix

Beer

and OSAJV

42 Proof

Mix

Open 8 a m to 12 p m except Sunday
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Begins Monday
Baker Chosen Captain
At a meeting called by
Charles Imel last Tuesday

Coach
twentyt-

men anxious to begin the
wo
season reported
1939
baseball
twentytwo May
the
of
Seven
BaIoanes
Griffin
Rudge
Prosser
returning letker and Eurich are
termen on whom will fall the brunt
Baker will
Mac
of the burden
forthcomithe
for
captain
serve as
ng season which consists of a lgame schedule The first practice
March
has been called for Monday
20 at 200 p m
Coach Imel has ordered new uniforms for the team this year

I
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SURE LEARNED A LOT

IM GLAD
YOU CHANGED
TO CAMELS

WHEN
k

I

BEGAN TO

LET UP

JAMERONS

LIGHT UP A

Cleaning and Pressing

CAMEL

Gambier Ohio

TAYLOR
5c to 100 Store
Mount Vernon

KNOX COUNTYS
LEADING STORE

I
J

J

SPECIALIZING IN
DOLLAR
MERCHANDISE
also
Complete Line of
5c and 10c Items

f

4
SJ

v
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NORTHERN OHIO ALUMNI
MEET IN CLEVELAND

KENYON

Robt Mueller 35
Represents Kenyon

REVIEW

Continued from Page
Chicago The Review has a sympoAt Alumni Conclave
25
President
Elect Wells
sium of three essays about the proChalm
Of Association
gress of the enecyclopedists The
Mr Robert Mueller will repreeditors of the encyclopedia are
ers Speaks
philosophers who are devoted to sent Kenyon College at the second
science and who are suspicious of annual Pre- College Conference to
The annual meeting of the Northreligion and metaphysics It is be held at the Pingry School
ern Ohio Alumni Association was
men who are making the March 17 and 18
these
held on Feb 18 at the Mid- Day most dangerous attack on religion
Approximately SO colleges and
Club In Cleveland approximately
and metaphysics today
institutions
will send officials or
As70 members being present The
Included also in this issue of the alumni representatives These inof
several
members
had
sociation
Review are reviews by Robert stitutions are located in 18 states
the iioard of Trustees in attendWarren editor of the South- covering most of the East Coast
lenn
ance a Board meeting having been ern Review Lincoln Kirstein forand Middle West with one college
held during the morning Luncheon mer editor of Hound and Horn
attending from the
over during which there was the and Gilbert rieldes former editor public and private West Coast iu4
schools from
o
Dial
usual singing of College songs
New Jersey counties will particiA list of contents of the Spring
chairon
Guy
called
Prosser
pate
lres
iu the Conference Students
IDAJ issue Vol 1 No 2 is as folman of the nominating committee
of these schools are invited to
lows
Walter Brown to advise the candicome to meet college representaMurals William Gropper Ward
dates for the Alumni Council and
tives in order to discuss the reLockwood
Northern Ohio Alumni Association
quirements
of admission and the
New Forces in American Art
elected
These men being duly
features of the colleges in which
Watson
Forbes
presieach was introduced by the
they are interested
Disorder Lawrence Leighton
dent Next the main speaker of
LorTwo
from
Translated
Poems
the day Kenyons president Gortalked at ca William Carlos Williams
Chalmers
don Keith
The Now Encyclopedists A SymAkron Alumni Elect
some length on what the administration faculty and students of posium
I
Vivas
Pro
Eliseo
the college were doing in 1939 The
Dykema
II
Contra Howard
meeting was brought to the cusThe following men were electtomary close with the singing of Roelofs
ed as officers in the Akron Alumni
Blair
Philip
Considerations
III
the Thrill
Association at a meeting of that
New officers of the Kenyon Rice
association held recently
C
A
verse
New Continent
Alumni Association of Northern
President William C Baird 29
to the Millspaugh
Ohio and representatives
Sll
Second National Bldg Akron
Music
The
of
Advance
American
Alumni Council as elected at the
vice- president
Edward Stansfield
Paul Rosenfeld
annual meeting of the Northern
26 371 Grand Ave
Editorial
Akron secret
held
Ohio Alumni Association
tary and treasurer Edward E
Philosophers
and
The
Arts
The
18
are
in
Cleveland
Feb
Price 25 1639 23rd Street CuyaPresident R D Wells 25 1130 John Crowe Ransom
hoga Falls Ohio
Book Reviews
Anna Bldg Cleveland
Representative to Alumni CounThe Poet and Her Biographer
Fred Palmer Jr
Vice President
Allen Tate Another Typhoon Lou- cil Donald Mell 21 Dr Theodore
22 9775 Front St Cleveland
Stage and Film Bliss 22
is Kronenberger
Secy- Treas
Newton A PrentSeldes
of a Mind
Gilbert
Music
Road
ice 34 3065 Scarborough
Mark Van Doren The Morality of
Cleveland Heights
L
tlffliW
Representatives to the Alumni Mrs Winters Randall Jarrell The
toil
Quality of Man Joseph Warren
Council
It
iiB
ur
VJ
J
i
T mi
Beach Arnold vs the 19th CenR D Wells 25
tury Robert Penn Warren About
Fred Palmer Jr 22
two
Dancers
Lincoln Kirstein
William G Uhler 26
Flint
Party
F
Cudworth
Poets
19
Charles F McGuire Jr
SATURDAY
The Mystic as Historian H B
D L Cable 21
Richard Dix in
One
Sonnets
Parkes
Thousand
Noble Van Voorhis 18
12 Crowded Hours
John Crowe Ransom
k
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that Satisfies with a Capital

l

Radio Citys world- famous Rockettes and CHESTERFIELDS
two

cantbeco-

combinations

pied

Theres

skill and precision in

the way the Rockettes dance and
theres skill and precision in the way
the mild ripe Chesterfield tobaccos
are blended and proportioned to
bring out the best in each
Thats why Chesterfields are milder
and taste better
thats why theyll
give you more pleasure than any cigarette you ever smoked

J

1

i

1

1

and

KENYON

Spirit of Culver

Saturday Midnight Sun Mon Tues
All poets poetically inclined are
invited to submit their work for
the 40000 poetry prize contest
and for inclusion in the 1939 Rhythm And Rhyme an anthology
of leading contemporary poetry to
be compiled by CROMWELL PUBLICATIONS
Poetry should be limited to 28
lines to be eligible for the contest
There will be no restriction for inclusion in the Anthology Entrance
for both the contest and final inclusion in the Anthology must be
postmarked not later than May 1

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

WEDNESDAY

BANK NIGHT

Roselyn Towne in

A self- addressed stamped envelope will assure the return of sub-

mitted manuscripts Although it is
not necessary to type the poems it
is preferred
Entries should be addressed to
PUBLICATIONS
CROMWELL
Spingarn Arcade Bldg Jersey City
New Jersey

I

i

is

Insured

S

j

I

Mam St

SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
FRESTONE ZERONE ALCOHOL
iires and Tubes
Linco Batteries
Llnco Tires and Tubes

South Leonard
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CANADA DRY
TOM COLLINS
AND ALL MIXES

1

j
I
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LUJ

1 1
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Arrow Shirts

I

LehrerWi- lkinsonTanner

I

L

T

I

1 1

1

1 1

1

Arrow Ties

I

38
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For Quality
and Style
At A Modest
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College Service Station

Price

1

DOWDS- RUDIN

SHOP AT

Knox Countys Greatest

Store

Interwoven

HOSE

PRODUCTS
Owned and Operated
by Kenyon Students

Fruit of Loom

PAJAMAS

j

MT VERNON
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THE ALCOVE

I

s

Restaurant

I
I
I

Candy Shop
Soda Grill

j

Mt Vernon Ohio

j
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Let Us Take Care of Your Driving Needs
FIRESTONE TIRES
BATTERIES
AUTO SUPPLIES

j

Firestone Auto Supply and Service
Store

I
1

Mt Vernon
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R V HEADINGTON

900

Public Square

1

I

Phone 1951
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Safe

MILLERS DRUG STORE
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TAXI

m

CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
LOWEST PRICES

GEM LAUNDRY
Albert E Auskings

i

3 DAY SERVICE

Ion

iuooancn

3

YOUR BEST BET

j

FLYERS

Fine Food
Beer Liquor
And Wine

I
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REASONS WHY
YOUR LAUNDRY

m

of the

worlds best cigarette tobaccos
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3

HAPPY COMBINATION

Copyright 1939
Myers Tobacco Co
Liggett

Adventure of Jane Arden

STONES GRILL

I

a

400

1939

Continued from Page 1
attempt to stage a meet on a metropolitan airport were noticeable
last year when the meet was held
at Akron Municipal airport said
Robert PI Legg president of the
Kenyon Flying club
During a
meet involving competition in such
events as spot landings
paper
straffing and bomb dropping it is
almost necessary
for sofetys
sake to have a field closed to com- Have
Us Mix Your Favorite Drink
mercial flying Here at Kenyon
we are not confronted with the
worry of commercial and transport schedules
Compliments of
The Kenyon men who will attend the conference on Monday
FRED MINNICH
and Tuesday are Robert Legg HalDentist
lock Hoffman Robert Sonenfield
7
E
High
Murray Shubin Jack Clements Bill
St
Mt Vernon
Phone 163
Allaman Tom Huff and Ed Scan-

N

1 chesterfield

IN

The Little Princess

1

Last Friday night two more men
were initiated into the Swordsmens Circle of the Kenyon Fencing Club Robie Macauley and
Wayne Borges were the initiates
At the formal meeting the men
took the oath of Circle and challeneged one of thje officers to fence
stripped to the waist with epees
by candle light Tom Sawyer was
the challenged by Robie Macauley Shep Holt battled with Wayne
Borges
Both bouts were very evenly
matched
had they lasted much
longer there would have been an
illumination problem for the candles were burning low
Both men were considered satisfactory candidates
and were
made members of the Circle

IN PRIZES
TO COMPETING POETS

1

Mony

400

OFFERS

1

Macauley And Borges
Meet Holt And Sawyer
In Candlelight Cere

Freddie Bartholomew and
Jackie Cooper in

i-

TWO INITIATED INTO
SWORDSMENS GIRCLE

115 W

High Street

M

C Davy

Mgr

Mt Vernon Ohio

FOUNDED

IN

MOUNT

VERNON OHIO

IN 1869

QUALITY THE RINGWALT POLICY

Phone 12801
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ONE OF OHIOS

MOST MODERN

I

y

SMALL CITY STORES
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